
Robert Smith 
Childcare Assistant/Reception Assistant

PERSONAL STATEMENT

To obtain a job using customer service where my experience can be utilized
to improve customer satisfaction.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Childcare Assistant/Reception Assistant
Stone Family Childcare - Althea, CA -   May 2012 – Present 

Responsibilities:

 Assist with kids homework, Meal Prep, Developing social skills
 Dress children and change diapers.
 Observe and monitor childrens play activities.
 Communicate with childrens parents or guardians about daily activities, 

behaviors, and related issues.
 Sanitize toys and play equipment.
 Assist in preparing food and serving meals and refreshments to 

children.
 Help children with homework and school work.

Childcare Assistant
ABC Corporation -   2011 – 2012 

Responsibilities:

 Responsibilities Each day at Childrens Village Daycare I would feed the 
children, interact with them by doing multiple things each day such as 
reading them books, playing with puzzles, talking to them to build a 
better relationship with them, taking them to the playground, building 
blocks, coloring, painting, and much more

 Accomplishments The impact that Ive had working at Childrens Village 
was a huge success

 Ive left a special mark on the children and they seemed to really get 
along with me and always wanted me to come and interact with them

 Being a teachers assistant Ive helped out a lot around the daycare and 
getting a good relationship with all the staf

 Skills Used The skills that Ive demonstrated were taking care of the 
children, being very understandable and gentle, watching them and 
feeding them

 Ive also brought many books and puzzle games to keep them busy each
day

 Also, Ive spent much time interacting with them and asking them about 
their lives to get to understand and know them better.

Education

High School Diploma in General Ed - (Carter High School - Linden, 
CA)
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SKILLS

Flash, Word, Sony Vegas,
Audacity.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
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Name)
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